
 

 

OPTIMIZED CALIBRATION

 RIDING TIPS

ENGINE

YES.

Is it normal for the ZüME Engine to beep when activated?

  Each ZüME engine footpad will beep when activated. Continuous beeping may mean one of three things: 

1. the battery needs to be charged

2. the engine has been lifted and carried while powered on

3. The rider has lifted a foot off one or both of off the ZüME engine pads.

Post Assembly
TIPS

   your Power Pony move properly.

 1.  Your Zume Engine footpads are driven and activated when your feet are in constant contact.

 2.  Your feet need to be evenly distributed across both Zume Engine Pads.

 3.  Foot Pressure on the front of your footpad or the back of your footpad, while in constant contact, makes 

 4.  If you lift your heels off the footpads, your Zume engine will no longer be active.

YES.   It is recommended that you calibrate in order to balance and level the ZüME engine. Over time and consistent usage, 

Do I need to calibrate my Power Pony Engine?

How do I calibrate my Power Pony

 1. Begin with a fully charged Power Pony on a flat surface with the power button off.

 2. Set both foot pads evenly with a slight backward angle. (Aligned with the seam in the post)

 
  colors to tell you that your calibration is complete, release the hold form the power button, proceed to step four

 4.   Once calibration is complete, turn your Power Pony off, wait five seconds, proceed to step five

 5 .  Turn the power button on, and you are ready to RIDE.

 3.  Press and hold the power button for 5-7 seconds to go into calibration mode, the lights over the wheels will flash multiple  

of the ZüME engine’s intended use and performance.

 recalibration may be needed to reset a “balance and level” status. If inaccurate calibration exists, this could affect the operation 


